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venture capital fund
in Amsterdam
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2. SUPPORT THE BEST STUDENTS, 
LEARNING THROUGH RESPONSIBILITY
Imagine the magic of giving ambitious
students true responsibility and professional 
guidance...

1. ACHIEVE A 5x ROI
We want to win at making startups 
successful.

3. SOLVE REAL PROBLEMS WITH 
SCIENCE-BASED SCALE-UPS

our goals



guided by professionals

ORGANIZATION
Student board members are in 
control. 

Professional board members, 
accomplished entrepreneurs and 
investors, provide guidance.

investment committee
[students]

board
[4 students + 3 professionals]



invest

€25K - €50K. PRE-SEED. 2-3 INVESTMENTS 
EXPECTED YEARLY.  



these were all
started by college students 



deal / startup / talented student

EACH AMSTERDAM 
STUDENT WILL KNOW DSIF
And regard it as the most 
prestigious extracurricular 
activity.

EVERY STUDENT 
STARTUP WANTS DSIF
To get the best kickstart
they can get.

WE ORGANIZE STUFF
Monthly pitch nights. 
Scriptieprijzen. 
Hackathons.  



when we see it

TEAM
You can pivot the product, but 
not the entrepreneur. We use a 
predictive team scan and focus 
on the person behind the plan.

BUSINESS MODEL
The top 3 VCs are looking 
over our shoulders.

TECHNOLOGY
Our universities have 
expertise in every field.



exploiting our unfair advantages

NETWORK
The best mentoring 
and support system 
any founder could 
have wished for.

MARKET ACCESS
Lead user base of 
100k+ students. 
Guaranteed pilots at 
partner corporates.

HIRING POTENTIAL
Students doing free 
market research, 
design, sales, 
accountancy…

INTERNATIONAL 
EXPANSION PATHS
Soft landings through 
DutchBasecamp and 
university networks.



Corporates. Guarantee pilot projects for 
portfolio startups. Help validate business 

plans.

MARKET ACCESS 
PARTNERS

VCs. Provide follow-up investments and 
investment advice.

VENTURE CAPITAL 
PARTNERS

Lecturers. Embed DSIF case studies into 
curricula of UvA, HvA, VU.

EDUCATIONAL 
PARTNERS

Professors. Provide scientific expertise 
during assessments of business plans.

KNOWLEDGE 
PARTNERS

Provide strategic and practical advice to DSIF 
board and portfolio startups.COACHES

Provide services (software, legal, ...) to DSIF 
board and portfolio startups.

SERVICE 
PROVIDERS

building on our network

Being students, we have the gunfactor. All 
sorts of parties love to collaborate with us, and 
we love to collaborate with them. Those parties 
form the DSIF Network.



facilities
venture capital

committed partners

coaching and mentoring hiring potentialmarket 
access



Johan van Mil
Peak Capital, founder

have already joined the DSIF Network

Ton van 't Noordende
Keadyn, partner

Pablo Smolders
Dutch, founder

Corné Jansen
INKEF Capital, director

Ruben Nieuwenhuis
StartupAmsterdam

Erik Boer
ACE Venture Lab



for investors.

will you
and our
students?

DSIF AMSTERDAM B.V.
€1,000,000

ANGEL INVESTORS
from €25.ooo

KNOWLEDGE
INSTITUTES

CORPORATES
from €200.ooo



an exciting
new paradigm
in the Amsterdam student world

high-potential
scale-ups
closely tied to UvA, VU and HvA

ambitious
students
entrepreneurial and eager to learn

a vibrant 
community
in the form of the DSIF Network



We hope to have 
sparked your 
interest!

Want to know more? Come 
to the Fundraising Event 
on March 2. RSVP to 
Wilbert. See you there!JASPER DRIESSENS

 MSc student Artificial Intelligence, UvA
 founder of DSIF Twente
 hsjdriessens@gmail.com
 0631492197

WILBERT BEKENDAM
 MSc student Business Information Systems, UvA
 former chair of Sustainable Health Challenge
 wilbertbekendam@gmail.com
 0644443217

founders:


